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A ringing phone in the middle of the night shakes
newlywed Sarah Fontaine awake. Expecting her husband's call from Longdon she hears instead an
unfamiliar voice. Nick O'Hara from the U.S. State Department is calling with devastating news:
Geoffrey Fontaine, Sarah's husband of two months, died in a hotel fire in Berlin. Convinced her
husband is still alive, Sarah forces a confrontation with Nick that finds them crisscrossing Europe on
a desperate search for Geoffrey. Trying to stay one heartbeat ahead of a dangerous killer, the
become quarry in the clandestine world of international espionage, risking everything for answers
that may prove fatal.
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Gavidor
I've read most of the Rizzoli and Isles series and enjoyed them so much I thought I would try one of the author's standalone novels
Sadly, if Call After Midnight had been the first work I read by this author, I would never read another. The story is highly
implausible, with many illogical events. For example, a trained Mosad agent is so desperate to locate her husband she disregards
her training and is easily captured by a ruthless killer. The brutal killer then tortures the victim in a public alley for more than an
hour and would have continued longer if the victim's heart hadn't given out. In a public alley! Later, an enemy agent looking for the
heroine of the story believes he can find her quickly in Brussels because she speaks only English and would therefore stand out.
Having lived in Belgium, I assure you many people don't speak French in Brussels and they surely don't stand out. At that point in
the story, I skimmed the remainder. Several more similarly implausible incidents completely ruin the story. All this, and it's basically
a romance novel, something I didn't expect and which disappointed me.

Stonewing
Oh tess I have been an avid reader your risotto and lsle books for a long time but now I have been
swept away by this masterpiece and bittersweet rain which I read a week ago both were gut
wrenching
Duktilar
Would recommend this to the more romance minded people. Loved mr OHara.????. Not the usual
Gerritson thriller. Give it a try
Rare
I was used to reading TG medical thrillers. I was unable to start reading her newer books. I finally
decided to read this one. I could not put it down. It is now 4:00am, had to finish it. Thanks Tess
Gerritsen for your books
Globus
Sarah Fontaine and Nick Ohara traveled to 4 countries in an attempt to to find Sarah's missing
Husband.
The surprising ending makes this book worth the time and money spent in reading.
Mr.Savik
It was great. Loved the way it was written! Suspense and wondering to the very end. Tess is an
extremely gifted suspense writer. I would highly recommend it to anyone who wants to read a great
who-done-it while lying in bed.... pretty tense. Thanks for all your great books Tess!!! Her is another
winner.
Urreur
She's written better.
This book is consistent with most of TG's book ( I've read almost all of them). It follows the same
formula:
1.woman in trouble,
2.she meets a love interest who wants to protect her,
3.they fall in love,
4.there is tension and distrust between them,
5.he saves her and becomes her hero
If you like TG and this formula, you'll like this book and every other book.
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